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10/22
®

 acceSSorIeS

get on target™

NEW

10/22® thumbhole StockS
Get a better grip on your shooting action! Custom built for a superior fit, these stocks use computer enhanced 
designs and a steel pillar to provide the ultimate in accuracy and repeatability. High cheek piece improves 
shooting comfort. Get steady and improve your accuracy with our weather proof, synthetic thumbhole stocks. 
Each stock features an ergonomic grip, durable recoil pad, dual sling studs and integrated rubber forend grips.

 
To become a better shooter, you need the gear that takes you to the next level. We are proud to offer a full 
line of shooting accessories that enhance your ability to get…and stay…on target. Whether it's shooting rests, 
bags, benches or 10/22® accessories, our products are engineered to increase your marksmanship and fuel 
your passion for shooting sports. 

made In the u.S.a.
We are dedicated to our American workforce. 
Look for our Made In The U.S.A. icon stamped 
throughout our 2011 catalog.

PrIcIng
All prices listed in catalog are Manufacturer’s 
Suggested Retail Price (MSRP). Look for 
product pricing in GREEN throughout the 
catalog. Prices are subject to change.

What'S neW?
Enjoy paging through our new 2011 product 
catalog. You’ll see some good ol’ favorites– 
and a few that are stamped with our NEW 
icon too. 

	 .920"	 Factory	
	Barrels	 Barrels	 Finishes	 MSRP

	40441	 40446	 Black	 $123.49	/	$123.49

	40442	 40447	 Brown	Camo		 $154.49	/	$154.49

	40443	 40448	 Wild	Web®		 $154.49	/	$154.49

	40444	 40449	 Carbon	Fiber		 $177.95	/	$177.95

Realtree	Hardwoods	HD®

Realtree	Hardwoods	HD®

Realtree	Hardwoods	HD®

Mothwing™

Digital	Woodland

	 .920"	 Factory	
	Barrels	 Barrels	 Finishes	 MSRP

	40445	 40438	 Pink	Camo	 $160.49	/	$158.95

	40556	 40557	 Blue	Camo	 $160.49	/	$158.95

	40558	 40559	 White	Camo		 $160.49	/	$158.95

	40560	 40561	 Green	Camo		 $177.95	/	$177.95

10/22® .22lr barrelS
Trick out your 10/22® with a custom barrel. They feature Bentz Match Chambers, 
hydraulic carbide button pulled rifling and utilize a 1:16 right-hand twist capable of 
achieving ½ MOA groups at 50 yards. Each one has recessed target crowns with 45° 
break for consistent bullet release and accuracy. Piloted machined feed ramps ensure 
consistent feeding. Barrels are either 416 stainless or 4140 blued steel.  

40432	.920"	.22LR	18"	Blued		$163.95	 40434	.920"	.22LR	18"	Blued	Fluted		$214.49

40433	.920"	.22LR	18"	Stainless		$195.95		 40435	.920"	.22LR	18"	Stainless	Fluted		$248.49

table of contentS:
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7	 Shooting	Benches	
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Find	us	online	@	www.SHOOTERSRIDGE.com.
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RIMFIRE MAGS

GEt on tARGEt™

NEW

NEW

10/22® lR BlAck SMokE MAGAZInE
Black Smoke is the new black when it comes to Ruger® 10/22® magazines from Shooters Ridge®. 
The Black Smoke magazines have improved factory style headers for better fit and operation.  
Can be used with Shooters Ridge Magazine Loader. These hi-capacity magazines cut down on 
reloading time, keeping you on target longer.

40422 10/22® LR 25 RD Black Smoke Magazine  $22.49

40423 10/22® LR 30 RD Black Smoke Magazine  $27.49

MARlIn® .22 lR 25 Rd MAGAZInE
Consistent, fast, smooth delivery is what you get from our new 25-round Marlin 22-caliber Long 
Rifle magazine. A single-stack design and constant force spring provides smooth shooting from 

first shot to last. This magazine fits Marlin 795 models and similar style rifles.

40426 Marlin .22 LR 25 RD Single Stack Magazine  $22.49

10/22® lR 30 Rd MEtAl HEAd MAGAZInE
Maximize the performance of your Ruger® 10/22 with our new 30-round Metal Head
magazine. Designed to provide fast and smooth loading of 22-caliber Long Rifle rounds,
this magazine features a steel header for long life and a double-stack configuration.
The rugged polycarbonate body ensures years of dependable shooting fun.

40629 10/22® LR 30 RD Metal Head Magazine  $31.95

10/22® lR 30 Rd MAGAZInE
Shoot more and shoot longer with this double stack 30-round capacity 10/22® magazine. 
With factory style header for consistent feeding and ejection, a removable bottom panel 
for easy cleaning and a constant spring force for easy loading, it’s non-stop shooting 
fun—from first shot to last.

40425 10/22® LR 30 RD Magazine  $27.49

10/22® lR 25 Rd MEtAl HEAd MAGAZInE
Maximize your trigger time with the Shooters Ridge® 25-round 10/22® Metal Head Magazine. 

The reinforced metal header makes for more reliable feeding. A constant spring force 
provides easy loading and feeding—from first shot to last.

40625 10/22® LR 25 RD Metal Head Magazine  $27.49

10/22® lR 25 Rd SInGlE StAck MAGAZInE
Effortlessly feed your favorite plinking firearm with this rugged magazine from Shooters Ridge®. 

Featuring a clean-out door to remove wax build-up and a convenient locking feature that 
enables shooters to attach two magazines together for double the fun, this 25-round  

Ruger® 10/22® magazine will keep your firearm in action all day long.

40420 10/22® LR 25 RD Magazine  $22.49

REMInGton® 597 25 Rd MAGAZInE
Looking for high-capacity fun with your Remington® 597? Then check out the 25-round 

magazine from Shooters Ridge®. This 25-round magazine is easy loading, easy to clean 
and made in the U.S.A. A locking feature enables shooters to attach two magazines 

together for extended trigger time.

40419 Remington® 597 25 RD Magazine  $18.95

10/22® MAGnuM RIMFIRE 25 Rd MAGAZInE
These magazines are for 17 HMR and .22 Magnum rifles utilizing Ruger’s rotary magazine 
design. The unique double stack design enables this 25-round magazine to be no longer 
than most 10-round magazines. It’s the ultimate accessory for your next varmint shoot. 
Use with Ruger® 96/17, 96/22 Magnum, 77/17, 77/22 Magnum, 10/22® Magnum rifles.

40421 10/22® Magnum Rimfire 25 RD Magazine  $22.95

NOTE: All magazines feature locking tabs on 
side for connecting two magazines together.
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ShootIng bencheSmag acceSSorIeS

get on target™

 
 

 
 

deluxe ShootIng bench
The “soft top” on the Deluxe Shooting Bench comes 
with rolled edges to prevent ammo or brass roll-off. The 
spotting scope bracket swings out of the way when not 
in use, and the removable shooting yoke allows for a 20º 
shot swing. This bench has a vertically adjustable seat 
and folds for easy transportation.

40897	Deluxe	Shooting	Bench		$201.95

deluxe fIeld and range bench
Sit in comfort and shoot with confidence. The Shooters 
Ridge® Deluxe Field and Range Bench is pre-assembled 
and sets up in seconds to get you in the game faster.  
With a wide, padded seat and a rolled edge cushion top 
that doesn’t heat up in the sun and keeps brass on the table, 
the Deluxe Field and Range Bench is a rock solid shooting 
bench for the high-volume, mobile shooter.

40895	Deluxe	Field	and	Range	Bench		$166.49

10/22® lr loader & magaZIne combo
Every 10/22® shooter wonders…“How can I spend more time shooting and less time 
reloading?” And the answer is Shooters Ridge magazine loader and high-capacity 
magazines. The loader works with all rotary style magazines and fills them in seconds. 
Just load the innovative hopper full of ammo, shake to set and twist the handle to 
speed load the high capacity 25-round .22LR magazine (included). It’s that easy.

40431	10/22®	LR	Magazine	&	Loader	Combo		$51.95

40430	10/22®	LR	Magazine	Loader–Only		$33.49

10/22® magaZIne releaSe
Trade out magazines fast and easy with the 10/22® Magazine Release. 
This mag release features a generous release tab that when pulled, 
releases the magazine—enabling a shooter to get back into the action.

40418	10/22®	Magazine	Release		$5.95

StrIPPer clIP guIde - ar-15/m16
Quickly and easily load your AR-15 and M16 magazines with the Shooters Ridge® Stripper 

Clip Guide. These steel guides provide flawless speed loading when used in conjunction 
with 10-round stripper clips such as those used with Federal XM193AF.

99672	Stripper	Clip	Guide;	AR-15/M16		$4.49

COMPLETE WITH FRONT 
SHOOTING YOKE

PADDED ROLLED  
TOP MEANS  
NO BRASS  

ROLLING OFF

FOUR POINTS OF CONTACT  
FOR IMPROVED STABILITY

PADDED SEAT  
FOR COMFORT
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ShootIng reStS

get on target™

 
deluxe rIfle reSt
Our popular Deluxe Rifle Rest features a Recoil Reducing Weight Tray for even less felt recoil. Stack bags 
of shot or sand (up to 50 lbs.) on this tray to virtually eliminate recoil. This rest allows you to make micro 
windage and elevation adjustments for quick target acquisition and precise shots. Assembles without tools. 

40804	Deluxe	Rifle	Rest		$141.49

ShootIng reSt WIth gun vISe
Accomplished hunters and shooters know how important it is to have a steady rest. This rest features 
full 360º rotation and allows quick major and minor elevation adjustments, making it very effective for 
use on varmints. Take the rest home after the hunt, and you have an excellent vise to clean your gun.

40873	Shooting	Rest	With	Gun	Vise		$74.95

 
 Zero kIck ShootIng reSt

Shoot more and ache less with the Zero Kick Shooting Rest. 
Place your gun in the front and rear sand bags, position the recoil 
elimination strap around the butt and enjoy 90% less felt recoil. 
Make use of the old weights in your basement, or place shot bags 
on the platform to further reduce recoil. Handles all magnum 
loads. Front and rear height adjustments, windage control and 
solid aluminum construction make the Zero Kick a tack-driving 
rest that will provide years of rugged service. 

40805	Zero	Kick	Shooting	Rest		$181.95

MICRO  
WINDAGE 

ADJUSTMENT

FULL 360º 
ROTATION

SHOWN WITH
GUN VISE
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ShootIng reStS

get on target™

trI-Stance reSt
Use this solid aluminum rest in conjunction with our sand bags 
and you’ve got a strong, stable and custom spot to sight in your 
rifle or pistol. You’ll be knocking on the door of the x-ring when 
you zero-in with this outstanding combination.

40874	Tri-Stance	Rest	with	Leather	Sand	Bag		$78.49

ShootIng vISe
Sight in or do some maintenance. Either one will be a breeze 
with the Shooting Vise. A sturdy construction and adjustable rear 
foot help provide consistent accuracy. It also includes adjustable 
clamps to accommodate most rifles and shotguns.

40871	Shooting	Vise		$51.49

magnum ShootIng vIce
Designed especially for magnum firearms, this vise is lightweight, portable 
and boasts an adjustable rear leg for precise shots. It is great for cleaning 
your firearm and it also has integral supply and tool compartments for 
added convenience.

40872	Magnum	Shooting	Vise		$64.95

handgun reSt
This handgun rest is as solid as they come. Its precise elevation 
adjustment and leather hand rest all but guarantee you’ll find 
your mark. And the rigid steel construction ensures it will be on 
the range with you for years to come.

40875	Handgun	Rest		$79.49
foldIng maIntenance reSt

™

Expanding from 9¾" to 15", the Folding Maintenance Rest™ is 
the ideal way to be prepared for any gun cleaning or sight-in 
situation. With its 5¾" wide base, this portable rest gives 
shooters a stable platform in which to clean their 
firearm or mount their scope. When finished, it folds 
down flat to fit into just about any gear bag.

40440	Folding	Maintenance	Rest™		$27.95

ADD WEIGHT FOR 
RECOIL REDUCTION

ADD SHOT FOR RECOIL 
REDUCING WEIGHT

ADD SHOT FOR RECOIL 
REDUCING WEIGHT
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ShootIng StIckS

get on target™

Stalk StIck®

The Stalk Stick® provides hunters, spotters and photographers alike 
with a secure rest in the field. The molded hand piece and wrist strap 
help facilitate a secure grip whether you are using a gun, spotting 
scope or camera.

40858	Stalk	Stick	29½"-	62"		$28.95

deluxe Stalk StIck®

There’s no need to carry a rest AND a hiking staff when in the field. 
Support yourself in rough terrain with the innovative 2-in-1 Deluxe 
Stalk Stick®. The soft grip handle and sturdy twist locking legs provide 
stability whether stalking or just walking. Just slide the retractable 
shooting yoke into position when that perfect shot presents itself.  
Also comes with a convenient wrist strap.

40458	Deluxe	Stalk	Stick®	28"-	68"		$67.95

magnum SWIvel ShootIng StIckS
As a sturdy rifle rest, the Magnum Swivel Sticks features 
lightweight twist-lock aluminum legs and a soft over-molded 
yoke that cants and swivels 360°. The uniquely contoured 
yoke holds firearms secure, protects from scratches and is 
removable for use with spotting scopes or cameras.

41858	Magnum	Swivel	Shooting	Sticks	Adj	26"-	62"		$109.49

ShootIng StIckS
Uneven terrain, challenging angle, no margin for error: No problem. Shooters 
Ridge® Shooting Sticks provide a Rock Steady® rest for even the toughest 
shots. This handy tool effortlessly assembles as legs pull together and lock 
into place. Included is a handy belt pouch for your convenience.

40860	Shooting	Sticks	38"	expanded,	14½"	folded		$37.49

fIxed-length ShootIng StIckS
When in the field, a hunter never knows exactly when the time 
to take the shot will come. With the Fixed-Length Shooting Sticks 
you can quickly steady yourself for precise shot placement. 

40862	Fixed-Length	Shooting	Sticks	38"		$22.49

trI-legtm 
ShootIng StIckS
When that tough shot presents 
itself, be prepared with the shot-
steadying Tri-Leg™ Shooting 
Sticks. These shooting sticks 
form a tri-pod rest for the 
ultimate in stability and come 
with a convenient belt pouch.

40451	Tri-Leg™	Shooting	Sticks	

38"	expanded,	14½"	folded		$60.49

HANDY 
BELT POUCH

THE DELUXE STALK STICK’S 
INTEGRAL SHOOTING YOKE 

OPENS QUICKLY AND QUIETLY.
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bI-PodS

get on target™

bI-PodS
These sturdy bi-pods are specifically designed for hunters 
who need a steady, portable and versatile rest in the field. 
With four length options, including the 14½"–29¼" 
offering, there’s a standard bi-pod to fit your needs.

40854	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	6"-	9"		$44.49

40853	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	9"-	13"		$47.49

40852	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	13½"-	23"		$50.49

40452	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	14½"-	29¼"		$64.95

Steady Pod®

When quiet counts, be sure you have a Steady Pod® on hand to provide silent 
security afield. The gun cradle steadies your firearm, and the telescoping legs 
provide a sturdy base from any position. Sitting, standing or kneeling, you’ll 
be ready for that trophy target.

40851	Steady	Pod®	–	Adjustable	17"-	40"		$50.49

40850	Steady	Pod®	–	Adjustable	26"-	64"		$57.95

unIverSal bI-Pod
Enjoy a steady rest no matter what firearm you take afield. The Universal Bi-Pod 
features a lightweight molded design that clamps easily onto any standard barrel 
and contains a built-in lock to hold the bi-pod in a closed position for carrying.

10251	 Universal	Bi-Pod	–	Fixed	Height	10"		$14.95

PIvot bI-PodS
Shooters Ridge® offers four pivot options in its bi-pod 
lineup. Included is the 14½"–29¼" option that allows you 
to shoot from a sitting or kneeling position—making target 
acquisition quicker and easier. The pivot feature lets you 
shoot from a variety of uneven terrain. 

40855	Pivot	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	6"-	9"		$53.49

40856	Pivot	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	9"-	13"		$56.49

40857	Pivot	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	13½"-	23"		$58.95

40453	Pivot	Bi-Pod	–	Adjustable	14½"-	29¼"		$93.49

deluxe bI-Pod WIth PIcatInny raIl
Treat your AR-style rifle to the rock solid rest and rapid deployment of our Deluxe Bi-Pod. The Deluxe Bi-Pod 
with Picatinny Rail Attachment allows shooters to affix the Deluxe Bi-Pod to a Picatinny rail —giving AR 
shooters a whole new advantage in bi-pod technology. Easy on/off combined with lightweight, twist-lock legs 
makes the Deluxe Bi-Pod a stealthy addition to any AR-style rifle. Includes adaptor to use this Bi-Pod on a 
standard rifle with a swivel stud, the adaptor converts the swivel stud to a Picatinny Rail (see pg 17, part #99530).

99555	Deluxe	Bi-Pod	with	Picatinny	Rail	9"-	13"		$154.49
PIVOT 

ACTION
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bI-Pod adaPtorS

get on target™

bI-Pod PIcatInny raIl adaPtor
Mount your favorite bi-pod to any Picatinny Rail with this Rail 
Adaptor from Shooters Ridge®. It’s maximum versatility for bi-pod 
placement options. 

99502	Bi-Pod	Picatinny	Rail	Adaptor		$14.49

PIcatInny SlIng adaPtor
With the Picatinny Sling Adaptor, shooters can affix their sling anywhere on a 
Picatinny Rail. Ideal for AR-style rifles and compatible with any firearm featuring 
a Picatinny rail, this adaptor from Shooters Ridge® increases sling mount options.

99510	Picatinny	Sling	Adaptor		$10.49

SWIvel Stud PIcatInny raIl adaPtor
Shooters can now enjoy a wide variety of firearm accessories with the Swivel 
Stud Picatinny Rail Adaptor. This adaptor attaches to the swivel stud to provide 
a Picatinny Rail on any standard rifle. 

99530	Swivel	Stud	Picatinny	Rail	Adaptor		$14.49

deluxe bI-Pod adaPtor
The popular Deluxe Bi-Pod has just become even more user-friendly. Now shooters 
can quickly and easily move this revolutionary bi-pod from gun to gun by simply 
purchasing additional adaptors. These unique mounting blocks affix to the forward 
swivel stud and contain the click-lock mechanism that locks the bi-pod down tight 
and releases it with just the push of a button. 

40456	Deluxe	Bi-Pod	Adaptor		$27.49

ar-15 bI-Pod adaPtor
With the AR-15 Bi-Pod Adaptor, quickly and easily mount a 
Shooters Ridge® Bi-Pod to your AR-15 style gun. Designed for 
round hand guard models, it comes with detachable swivel.

40450	AR-15	Bi-Pod	Adaptor		$14.49
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ShootIng bagS
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monkey bag
®

For a steady rest that goes wherever your adventures take you, the Monkey Bag® 
is a small, sub-compact range bag that offers a variety of configurations. Ideal 
for fenceposts, box blinds, shooting benches and prairie settings, the Monkey 
Bag guarantees you’ll never be caught without a rest again.

40512	Monkey	Bag		$24.95

mInI-gorIlla range bag
®

The popular Gorilla Range Bag® has gone compact. Just like the standard 
Gorilla Range Bag, the Mini-Gorilla Range Bag transforms into a variety of 
shapes and configurations. And while the Mini is only half the size of the 
original, making transportation even easier, it still provides the same  
great hold when shooting.

40510	Mini	Gorilla	Range	Bag–Filled		$59.49

gorIlla range bag
®

The Gorilla Range Bag® is an ideal tool for the serious shooter. Take the bag to 
the range for a solid shooting rest that actually grips your gun while sighting 
in. The Gorilla also reduces recoil when used in the “X” position. Unzip and 
roll out the bag to give yourself a solid shooting platform. The handy carrying 
strap makes the rest ideal to take to the range or out into the field.

40467	Gorilla	Range	Bag–Filled		$72.49
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ShootIng bagS SWIvelS

get on target™

SWIvelS
Shooters Ridge® Swivels are weatherproof and detach quickly and 
easily. A tight fit minimizes sling movement and these swivels are 
available for the most popular gun styles.

10260	1	1/4"	Swivels	For	Premounted	Studs		$9.49

10261	1"	Swivels	For	Premounted	Studs		$9.49

10262	For	Bolt	Actions	With	at	Least	a	5/8"	Deep	Forend		$11.49

10263	For	Most	Pump	And	Semi-Auto	Shotguns		$14.49

10264	For	Bolt	Action	Rifles		$11.49

10266	Winchester	94/Marlin	336		$12.95

10269	Bulk	Swivels-25	pair	1"		$181.95

leather Sand bagS
Shooters Ridge® leather sand filled bags give you a 
smooth surface for consistent performance.

40877	Leather	Rear	Sand	Bag		$29.49

40479	Leather	Rear	Sand	Bag	Pre-Filled		$35.95

40878	Leather	Front	Sand	Bag	Large		$24.95

40481	Leather	Front	Sand	Bag	Large	Pre-Filled		$29.49

40879	Leather	Front	Sand	Bag	Small		$18.49

40480	Leather	Front	Sand	Bag	Small	Pre-Filled		$21.95

40482	“Shot	Bag”	Leather	Sand	Bag	Pre-Filled		$33.95

40470	Filled	Suede	Pair		$35.49

tWo-tone ShootIng bagS
Shooters Ridge® two-tone bags come filled with a lightweight alternative 
to sand that makes it 50% lighter than conventional sand bags and the 
suede helps your gun get grip at the shooting surface.

40472	Two-Tone	Front	Sand	Bag	Large	Pre-Filled		$21.95

40473	Two-Tone	Rear	Sand	Bag	Pre-Filled		$25.49

40474	Two-Tone	“Shot	Bag”	Sand	Bag	Pre-Filled		$24.95

40471	Two-Tone	Front	Sand	Bag	Small	Pre-Filled		$18.95

bench ShootIng bagS
For your next day at the range, treat yourself to the most comfortable 
shooting bags available. These rugged, easy to use bags hold your 
firearm snug while the matched front and rear bags keep your firearm 
level. With the ability to be clipped together, the Bench Shooting 
Bags are easy to transport and store.

40468	Bench	Shooting	Bags–Large	Pre-Filled		$50.49

FILLED SUEDE 
PAIR

LARGE FRONT

REAR

SHOT BAG

SMALL FRONT

LARGE FRONT

REAR

SHOT BAG

SMALL FRONT

VELCRO STRAPS
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gear bagS
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hunter’S gear bag
Use this bag on your next hunting trip. It’s made from rugged 
1200 denier poly material for maximum durability and boasts 
ergonomically designed shoulder carrying straps for maximum 
comfort. The Hunter’s Gear Bag also features three outer 
pockets and one inner pocket, allowing you to stay organized.

40491	Hunter’s	Gear	Bag	(main	compartment	22"	x	12"	x	12")		$62.49

ultImate range bag
Go to the range fully prepared with the Ultimate Range Bag. 
Containing all the gear for a day at the range, this bag makes 
any shooting adventure safe and fun. Filled with quality 
products, it’s everything you need for an enjoyable day with 
family and friends.

Included:
•  Champion Eyes & Ears® passive ear muffs and 

shooting glasses
• Champion® ShotKeeper™ targets
• Shooters Ridge® front sand bag
•  Outers® Universal Brass Cleaning Kit for rifles, 

handguns and shotguns
• Shooters Ridge® Compact Field & Range Bag (15" x 6.5" x 8")

40502	Ultimate	Range	Bag		$90.49

hunter’S Wheeled duffle bag
This extra-large bag has room for all of your gear, and features 
polyurethane wheels for great portability. The main compartment 
in this bag provides easy access for quick loading and unloading. 
Two side pockets also allow for convenient storage. With wheels 
and shoulder carrying straps this rugged bag is perfect for a quick 
road trip, or one requiring a little air travel.

40497	Hunter’s	Wheeled	Duffle	Bag	

(main	compartment	36"	x	18"	x	15")		$115.95

Shotgunner bag
When you head out for a day of shotgunning, you need to be ready 
for anything. The tough, versatile Shotgunner Bag comes standard 
with a choke tube carrying case and allows you to store all of your 
gear, including empty hulls, all in one bag.

40489	Shotgunner	Bag	(main	compartment	11"	x	8"	x	8")		$48.49

varmInter® bag
This time, leave your shooting rest at home and bring some extra 
rounds, you’ll have room. The Varminter® Bag does it all. Its unique 
integral shooting rest ensures steady shots, while the extra large 
shooting mat provides comfort in the field.

40485	Varminter	Bag	(main	compartment	15"	x	7"	x	7")		$69.95

comPact fIeld & range bag
Always want to bring a couple of handguns to the range, but 
don’t usually have room? Conveniently and legally transport 
your handgun in either of the lockable padded pistol pouches 
located on both sides of the bag.

40486	Compact	Field	&	Range	Bag	

(main	compartment	15"	x	6.5"	x	8")		$28.49

magnum gear bag
Hunters and shooters require all the right equipment for a day in the 
field. With the Magnum Gear Bag, take a little extra and be prepared. 
Stash everything you need for a day on the range or in the field in this 
versatile bag.

40488	Magnum	Gear	Bag	(main	compartment	18"	x	8"	x	12")		$61.95

PIStol range bag
A go-round at your local gun club requires all of your essential equipment. 
This bag provides ample storage space and includes a padded, lockable 
pistol case for safely carrying your handgun. It's everything you need for 
serious handgun action, all in one handy bag.

40487	Pistol	Range	Bag	(main	compartment	15"	x	7"	x	9")		$48.49
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Your purchase helps us financially support many outdoor conservation organizations that protect our habitats and heritage. 

Thank you.

www.alliantpowder.com
1-800-276-9337

www.outers-guncare.com
1-800-635-7656

www.buckcommander.com 
1-800-635-7656

www.cci-ammunition.com
1-800-256-8685

www.speer-ammo.com
1-800-256-8685

www.federalpremium.com
1-800-322-2342

www.rcbs.com
1-800-533-5000 www.gunslickpro.com

1-800-635-7656

www.championtarget.com
1-800-635-7656

1-800-441-4971 (Clays)

www.weaveroptics.com
1-800-635-7656

ATK Security and Sporting features a unique collection of brands that gives shooting, tactical and outdoor 
enthusiasts everything they need in one place. From ammunition, optics and reloading equipment to gun care, 
hunting and tactical gear, we offer advanced, high-performance products. Look for these leading brands.

A M M U N I T I O N  &  R E L O A D I N G O P T I C S  &  A C C E S S O R I E S

www.blackhawk.com
1-800-694-5263

www.speer-bullets.com
1-800-256-8685

Gunslick® Pro
Master Cleaning Kit

Champion®

DuraSeal® Varmint Spinner
Federal Premium®

Vital•Shok® Ammunition

Look for these other fine products to complement your purchase:

Onalaska Operations  •  P.O. Box 39  •  Onalaska, WI 54650
For technical questions, call Product Services at 1-800-635-7656

www.shootersridge.com
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